DOMOTIC AND LIVING
Domotic is not an option for the future but a possibility for today’s home.
The expectations we place in homes today are different and more complex than in the recent past: the house is not
only the place of family relationships but also the mirror of those who live there.
At the center is the man with his needs, wants and needs. Digital technology responds to this idea through
solutions that offer relaxation, comfort, security and communication.
This is the domotic: unlike traditional electrical systems, conceives of the home and interiors placing at the center
on the welfare of all in daily domestic life.
By design the domotic system to install is not just decide the position of the lights, sockets and controls,
but also to determine levels of safety, comfort, energy efficiency and usability.

some examples:
intrusion detection, gas leaks, flooding, fire starts that are reported even when no one is home, making the home
safest;
with sudden weather changes that can cause damage to blinds, front components or windows, the wind sensor
automatically closes roof windows, blinds and shutters;
with a few devices you can manage and control parameters such as lights, scenery, climate and air quality that
improve comfort, making it more rational energy use;
presence detection sensors, light sensors and devices dimmer to adjust the light intensity can reduce power
consumption by constructing scenarios of life;
choose different settings for temperature control that interact with the climate control system allows you to
increase the comfort saving energy;
program the activation of home appliances in times when energy consumption is most economical, it allows a
conscious use of resources.

Our technology partner
Bticino , VIMAR, Schneider Electric, VDA. Jung

With our TouchControl technology, simply tap the display with your fingertip to access each
control. This sensory magic, which is also used on the iPod, effortlessly detects the movement
of your finger on the display.* As you move closer to touch it, the multi-coloured indicators
gently glow into life. As the icons light up, room temperature and lighting levels can be finely
adjusted until they are just to your liking.
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villa | orta lake

scenarios for the areas, time slots and situations |sound diffusion | exterior scenographic lighting access
control with video surveillance | programming and remote control of systems

country villa | venezia

scenarios for the areas, time slots and situations | exterior scenographic lighting
access control with video surveillance | programming and remote control of systems | safety system pool

villa | varese

scenarios for the areas, time slots and situations | home theater | exterior scenographic lighting access control with video surveillance |
programming and remote control of systems

flat | milan

scenarios for the areas, time slots and situations | home theater | exterior scenographic lighting access control with video surveillance | programming and remote
control of systems
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